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NEIGHBORS      FRIENDS
I hope you are well.  On occasion, I will write articles 

about issues that I hope will be of interest to our community, 
particularly legal issues.  Lately, I have been thinking about 
the importance of estate planning documents and thought I 
would share a few thoughts on this subject.  According to a 
2007 research study, 55% of all adult Americans do not have 
a will.  A will allows you to be certain that your wishes will be 
followed regarding the distribution of your assets and the care 
of your family, particularly minor children.  So, the majority of 
Americans work all their lives to accumulate assets and provide 
for their family but then do not take the logical next step of 
creating a will.  Why?  Separately, many Americans have life 
insurance policies to care for their families but then do not tell 
their loved ones about the policies.  According to one study, 
there is over $1 billion dollars of unclaimed life insurance 
proceeds in the United States.  Rather than try to understand 
the reasons why many people are not taking the necessary estate 
planning steps, I thought I would describe important documents 
everyone should have.   

A will is only one of six essential estate planning documents.  
Remember that a will only takes effect after a person dies.  
However, people are likely to become either temporarily or 
permanently incapacitated before they die.  This could result 
from a sudden accident or illness, which could occur at any 
age.  Certain estate planning documents enable you to designate 
trusted family members or friends to mange your affairs while 
you are incapacitated.  The documents you should have include: 
(1) a last will and testament (if you have minor children, this 
should include a contingent trust, trustee, and guardian); (2) 
a physician’s directive; (3) a medical power of attorney; (4) a 
statutory durable power of attorney; (5) a HIPAA authorization; 
and (6) a personal records form.

Here is a brief description of these documents.  Through a 

George Niño, Vice-President of the Briarhills Property Owners Association

will, you can identify the beneficiaries who will receive your 
assets and provide for your minor children by creating a trust 
for their benefit and appointing a guardian to care for them.  
As a result, if you do not have a will, you will not have control 
over the distribution of your assets or the care of your children.  
A physician’s directive (also known as a living will) allows you 
to instruct your physician not to use artificial methods to 
extend your life in the event you are diagnosed with a terminal 
or irreversible condition.  A medical power of attorney allows 
you to designate someone to make medical decisions on your 
behalf in the event that you are incapable of making those 
decisions for yourself.  A durable power of attorney allows you 
to designate an agent to manage your finances if you become 
incapable of managing them yourself.  A HIPAA authorization 
allows you to designate someone who can have access to your 
medical information.

Finally, a personal records form identifies your key financial 
information for the executor of your estate or for beneficiaries of 
life insurance policies.  Do you have all your important financial 
information, including account information, a list of assets, and 
a list of debts in one place known to your executor or a close 
family member or friend?  If not, you run the risk of your family 
not knowing about the existence of key financial information 
like the availability life insurance proceeds.  Please take the 
time to make sure that you have the necessary estate planning 
documents and that someone close to you knows where they are. 

The information contained in this article is provided for informational 
purposes only, and should not be construed as offering legal advice, or creating 
an attorney client relationship between the reader and the author. You should 
not act or refrain from acting on the basis of any content included in this 
article without seeking appropriate legal advice about your individual facts 
and circumstances from an attorney licensed in Texas. 
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GOVERNMENT SERVICES
Emergency ..................................................................... 911
Constable (Closest Law Enforcement) ...............281-463-6666
Poison Help ............................................... 1-800-222-1222
Library and Community Center .....................832-393-1880
City Services ............................................................Call 311
Citizens' Assistance .........................................713-247-1888
Public Works ..................................................713-837-0600
Neighborhood Protection ...............................713-525-2525
Animal Control ..............................................713-229-7300
Wild animal problem .....................................713-861-9453
Hazardous waste .............................................713-551-7355

OTHER UTILITY SERVICES
Street light problem ........................................713-207-2222
  ..................................................................(then 1 then 4)
Power out/emergency .....................................713-207-2222
Gas leak suspected ..........................................713-659-2111
Before you dig .........................................................Call 811

BRIARHILLS SERVICES
Trash collection ..............................................713-733-1600
Amenity tags ..................................................281-558-7422
Tennis courts ..................................................281-558-7422
Pool parties .....................................................281-558-7422
Clubhouse rental ............................................281-558-7422
Marquee messages ..........................................281-558-7422

ADVERTISING INFORMATION 
 Please support the businesses that advertise in the Briar 
Hills Beat. Their advertising dollars make it possible for all 
Briar Hills residents to receive the monthly newsletter at 
no charge. If you would like to support the newsletter by 
advertising, please contact our sales office at 888-687-6444 
or advertising@PEELinc.com. The advertising deadline is the 
8th of each month for the following month's newsletter.

NEWSLETTER INFORMATION

Article Submission..............................briarhills@sbcglobal.net

Advertising....................................advertising@PEELinc.com

Sept. 2014 Security Report
Summary for HOA and POA

Alarm Local.....................................................4
Check Park......................................................5
Contract Check...........................................133
Dist./Juvenile..................................................2
Dist./Other.......................................................1
Incident Report..............................................3
Information Call.............................................3
Meet the Citizen.............................................5
Meet the Officer..............................................1
Neighborhood Chk.......................................14
Susp. Person...................................................2
Traf. Initiative.................................................10
Traffic Stop.....................................................16
Vacation Watch..........................................285
Veh. Suspicious..............................................4
                           Total Count for Period : 488

10219 Ella Lee Lane   •   Houston, TX 77042   •   713-782-4421   •   www.graceschool.org

Where students are excited about learning. 
Come see why!!! 

FALL TOUR SCHEDULE

For more information, please contact our admissions office at 713-267-8705 or email 
kmcmordie@graceschool.org. 

Tuesdays
Primary School (20 mths - PreK) 9 a.m.

Lower School (K - 5th) 10 a.m.

Thursdays
Middle School (6th - 8th) 9 a.m.

Open House
January 22, 2015 at 9 a.m.

All Grades
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Ayusa, a non-profit organization that promotes global learning 
and leadership through cultural exchange and leadership programs 
for high school students from around the world, is looking for 
American families in the Houston area interested in sharing their 
America with international high school students for the 2015-2016 
school year.  Applications for interested Houston area host families 
are currently being accepted.

“Sharing the American experience with an international student 
is a unique opportunity for the average American to profoundly 
impact the life of a teenager, and provide them with a positive, 
transformational experience that they will remember for the 
rest of their lives,” said Sherry Carpenter, executive director of 
Ayusa.  “Houston area host families are in a great position to 
show international exchange students an especially authentic slice 
of American life, which is one reason we are actively looking for 
Houston area based host families.”

Ayusa foreign exchange students come from more than 60 
countries, are fully insured, bring their own spending money, and 
are proficient in English.  Whether from Japan or Brazil, India or 
Sweden, Ukraine or Mexico, France or Lebanon, foreign exchange 
students are a window into another culture and a great way to 
travel the world without leaving your home.

“Host families are the heart and soul of Ayusa’s 
foreign exchange program,” said Vicki Odom, 
Community Representative for Ayusa, 
and the local contact for Houston.  
“Our families have been 
hosting Ayusa exchange 
students for the last five 
years, and the experience 
has been transformative 
for the students, who 
blossom in the local 
community through 
support from the 
f a m i l i e s  a n d 
schools.”

T h e r e  i s 
no “typical” 

American host family and Ayusa welcomes all interested 
families, with or without children, from both urban and rural 
communities.  Host families provide three meals a day and a 
bedroom (either private or shared).  Each student is supported 
by a professionally trained community representative from Ayusa 
who works with the family and student for the entire program.  
All host families must pass a criminal background check and a 
home visit by an Ayusa representative.

Ayusa has been a member of the Council on Standards for 
International Educational Travel (CSIET) for more than 25 years – 
since its foundation.  CSIET evaluates U.S.-based youth exchange 
programs so that students, families and schools can identify inbound 
and outbound reputable exchange organizations.

Ayusa is a 501(c)(3), and an official U.S. Department of State 
designated Exchange Visitor Program Sponsor. Families interested 
in learning more about hosting an exchange student can visit http://
www.ayusa.org or contact Vicki Odom at 832-455-7881.

About Ayusa
Ayusa International (http://www.ayusa.org) is a nonprofit 

organization founded in 1981 to promote global learning and 
leadership through cultural 

exchange and leadership 
programs for high school 
students from around the 

world.  In addition, Ayusa 
administers high profile 
grant programs funded 
by the U.S. Department 
of State and other 
organizations.  Ayusa 

is part of the Intrax 
family of organizations that 

provide a lifetime of high 
quality educational, work, 
and volunteer programs that 
connect people and cultures, 
with operations in more than 
100 countries worldwide.

Ayusa Seeks U.S. Families in the Houston Area 
to Host High School International Exchange 

Students for the 2015-2016 School Year
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The Modern Game: The Swinging Backhand Approach Shot or Volley

By USPTA/PTR Master Professional 
Fernando Velasco

TENNIS
TIPS

 Look in the next Newsletter for: “: “The Modern Game: The Slice Overhead”

In previous newsletters, I offered tips on how to execute the basic 
strokes for players who are just beginning to play tennis or who 
want to resume playing.

I am now offering suggestions on how to play the “modern” game 
mostly geared towards players who are happy with hitting the ball 
over the net and controlling the point with consistency.  These 
players may be already playing for leagues or in tournaments and 
are looking for more “weapons” on the court.

In this issue, I will offer instructions on how to execute “The 
Swinging Backhand Approach Shot or Volley.” This shot is used 
when an opponent hits a soft shot that is floating high on the service 
line area. The player will take advantage and will hit the ball on 
the fly with a huge swing, thus hitting with top spin high over the 
net and hit with power.  When the ball hits the court, it will take 
a big hop, forcing the opponent to fall back close to the fence, or 
to hit the ball on the rise. This shot can be used as a “winner” or 
as an “approach shot.”

In the illustrations, Vishwa Aduru, one of the top players of 
the Grey Rock Tennis Academy, shows the proper technique to 
execute this stroke. Vishwa is coached by the Director of the Tennis 
Academy, Darin Pleasant.  

 Step 1: The Back Swing:   When Vishwa sees the opportunity, 
he makes a quick turn of his upper body and takes the racket high 

and back.  The head of the racket is now at shoulder height, his 
shoulders are turned, the left hand is gripping the racket tight and 
the right hand is semi-relaxed.  His weight is on the front foot as 
his momentum carries his forward to attack the ball. His left wrist 
is “laid back” to allow maximum point of contact.

Step 2:  The Point of Contact:  The success of a top spin shot is 
keeping the ball on the strings going from low to high in a 30 degree 
angle and accelerating the racket head around the outside of the ball.  
Vishwa started the swing high and “looped” it to allow the head of 
the racket to drop down.  He will be brushing around the outside 
of the ball as he makes contact with it. His left shoulder is almost 
opening and his weight is moving through the shot. 

Step 3: The Follow Through: In order to get maximum control 
and power, Vishwa is keeping left arm extended through the shot.  
He has “snapped” his left wrist and has the head of the racket facing 
down. His weight is going forward. 

Step 4: The Finish:  Vishwa’s upper body acceleration forced the 
head of the racket to “wrap around” his right shoulder, thus creating 
the most power and topspin on the ball.  His legs are already in 
position to move forward the net for a volley. His left foot should 
naturally move forward due to his momentum and racket speed.  
From his looks, he apparently hit a very deep volley for a winner.
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Bernstein

tmcshay@BernsteinRealty.com

“Dependable, energetic, dedicated, organized, great 
negotiator and always placing her client’s needs as a top 
priority, is how Thea McShay manages to retain new and 

repeat clients. I bought a listing of hers years ago and 
when I was ready to downsize, there was no one I would 
have wanted to list it again, as she had impressed me the 
fist time. She not only lists your property, she guides you 
through the process with great knowledge and efficiency. 
I couldn’t have chosen a better agent to help me sell my 

house and buy a new home.“ - Debbi T.

Licensed Realtor®, Accredited Luxury Home Specialist, 
and your Briarhills neighbor and resident since 1998.

Your home is special...
Shouldn’t your agent be?

Thea 
McShay

•	 Atascocita	CIA
•	 Blackhorse	Ranch
•	 Briar	Hills
•	 Bridgeland
•	 Chelsea	Harbour
•	 Coles	Crossing
•	 Copperfield
•	 Cypress	Creek	Lakes
•	 Cypress	Mill
•	 Eagle	Springs
•	 Fairfield
•	 Kleinwood
•	 Lakemont
•	 Lakes	of 	Fairhaven
•	 Lakes	of 	Rosehill
•	 Lakes	on	Eldridge
•	 Lakes	on	Eldridge	North
•	 Lakewood	Grove
•	 Legends	Ranch
•	 Longwood
•	 Meyerland
•	 Normandy	Forest
•	 North	Lake	Forest

Reaching 
youR 

neighboRs
and many others...

Peel, Inc.
community newsletters

•	 Park	Lakes
•	 Riata	Ranch
•	 Shadow	Creek	Ranch
•	 Silverlake
•	 Steeplechase
•	 Sterling	Lakes
•	 Stone	Forest
•	 Stone	Gate
•	 Summerwood
•	 Sydney	Harbour
•	 Terranova	West
•	 Terra	Nova	HOA
•	 Towne	Lakes
•	 Village	Creek
•	 Villages	of 	NorthPointe
•	 Walden	on	Lake	Houston
•	 Willowbridge
•	 Willow	Pointe
•	 Wimbledon	Champions
•	 Winchester	Country
•	 Woodwind	Lakes
•	 Wortham	Villages

www.PEELinc.com
advertising@PEELinc.com

foR adveRtising infoRmation
Call Today 1-888-687-6444

Please remember to pick 
up after your pets and

“scoop the poop”
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

View answers online at www.peelinc.com

ACROSS
1. Charge 
5. Syrian bishop 
9. Against 
10. Landing 
11. Leaves 
12. Boom box 
13. Allure 
15. African antelope 
16. Polite 
18. Leafy green 
21. Marry 
22. Esophagus 
26. Woken 
28. Goad 
29. Type of tooth 
30. Refer 
31. Posttraumatic stress     

disorder 
32. Sieve

DOWN
1. Nativity scene piece 
2. Competition at the Greek  

games 
3. Capital of the Ukraine 
4. Symbol 
5. Expression of surprise 
6. Emblem 
7. Pickle juice 
8. A ball out of bounds (2 wds.) 
10. Twist violently 
14. Ripper 
17. Strums 
18. Slough 
19. Ross ___, philanthropist 
20. Gods 
23. Brand of sandwich cookie 
24. Seaweed substance 
25. Cabana 
27. Blue

© 2006. Feature Exchange

ACROSS
1. Southwest by south 
5. Prophet who built the arc 
9. In __ of 
10. Short poem 
11. Iraq's neighbor 
12. More able 
13. System 
15. Conger 
16. Avows 
18. Angora (2 wds.) 
21. Finale 
22. Growls 
26. Do penitence 
28. Has 4 identical siblings 
29. Automaton 
30. Ancient Indian 
31. Espy 
32. Tier

DOWN
1. Skinny 
2. Flexible metal thread 
3. Lick 
4. Sunbonnet 
5. Catch 
6. Cargo ship 
7. BB Player Abdul Jabar 
8. Throws violently 
10. Played (2 wds.) 
14. Counterbalance 
17. Iranian's neighbors 
18. What you shift 
19. Upon (2 wds.) 
20. Philippine dish with mari-
nated chicken or pork 
23. Peewee 
24. Aphids 
25. Fasten 
27. Negative

Crossword Puzzle

© 2006. Feature Exchange

ACROSS
1. Southwest by south 
5. Prophet who built the arc 
9. In __ of 
10. Short poem 
11. Iraq's neighbor 
12. More able 
13. System 
15. Conger 
16. Avows 
18. Angora (2 wds.) 
21. Finale 
22. Growls 
26. Do penitence 
28. Has 4 identical siblings 
29. Automaton 
30. Ancient Indian 
31. Espy 
32. Tier

DOWN
1. Skinny 
2. Flexible metal thread 
3. Lick 
4. Sunbonnet 
5. Catch 
6. Cargo ship 
7. BB Player Abdul Jabar 
8. Throws violently 
10. Played (2 wds.) 
14. Counterbalance 
17. Iranian's neighbors 
18. What you shift 
19. Upon (2 wds.) 
20. Philippine dish with mari-
nated chicken or pork 
23. Peewee 
24. Aphids 
25. Fasten 
27. Negative

© 2006. Feature Exchange
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At no time will any source be allowed to use Briarhill's contents, or loan said 
contents, to others in anyway, shape or form, nor in any media, website, print, 
film, e-mail, electrostatic copy, fax, or etc. for the purpose of solicitation, 
commercial use, or any use for profit, political campaigns, or other self 
amplification, under penalty of law without written or expressed permission 
from Peel, Inc. The information in The Briar Beat is exclusively for the private 
use of the Briarhills POA and Peel, Inc.

DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions 
of their authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc. 
or its employees. Peel, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of any facts 
stated in articles submitted by others. The publisher also assumes no 
responsibility for the advertising content with this publication. All warranties 
and representations made in the advertising content are solely that of the 
advertiser and any such claims regarding its content should be taken up 
with the advertiser.
* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints 
or failure to place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost 
of such advertising.
* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the 
publisher assumes no responsibility for any errors of information or 
typographical mistakes, except as limited to the cost of advertising as stated 
above or in the case of misinformation, a printed retraction/correction.
* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental 
or consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or 
any other liabilities from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a 
timely manner, except as limited to liabilities stated above.

14340 Me M o r i a l Dr i v e  •  Ho u s to n, te x a s 77079

The Demand For Homes
in This Area Has

Never Been Better, Call Us!

Successfully assisting
sellers and buyers

in the Bush
attendance zone.

Wherever life takes you

c a l l  o n  u s

heritagetexas.com

&
Rebecque Demark

713.252.8899
demark@heritagetexas.com

Nancy Scott
713.865.0500

nscott@heritagetexas.com

Sudoku
The goal is to fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and

every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9. Each digit may
appear only once in each row, each column, and each 3x3 box.

© 2006. Feature Exchange
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SUDOKU

Sudoku
The goal is to fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and

every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9. Each digit may
appear only once in each row, each column, and each 3x3 box.
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Your Energy Corridor Real Estate Specialists

281.220.1515  •  info@GGHomeTeam.com  •  www.GGHomeTeam.com

Thalia & Josh

©2014 Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate LLC. Better Homes and Gardens® is a registered trademark of Meredith Corporation licensed to Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate LLC.  Equal Opportunity Company. 
Equal Housing Opportunity. Each Franchise is Independently Owned and Operated. If your property is currently listed with a real estate broker, please disregard. It is not our intention to solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers.

over 17 Years of Experience Working for You

guderyon


